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Pew Pew Rocket is a beautiful and spectacular space survival shoot em up with a
twist, Instead of lasers and explosions, it combines a beat style game-play such as

guitar hero and beautiful firework effects to have you mesmerized!

Pew Pew Rocket mixes 2 great games into one amazing concept.

Relaxing and fast, beautiful and deadly. This game is not like any other!

-The game includes 8 levels each with its unique song to jam to and scoring system.
-A wide range of enemy ships and bosses will keep things interesting each time.

-Each level is random and no level acts the same leading to plenty of replay value.
-The game will also include full controller support and achievements.

what are you waiting for?
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pew pew rocket. pew pew rocket steam

I gave up on this game after about 20 minutes as it seems to have a mind of its own. The tutorial is useless, there are several
parts to the tutorial and it seems to skip from one part to another at random before you get a chance to complete that part. In the
end I gave up on the tutorial and tried to figure it out for myself. I wanted to play a particular town but It seems you have to
complete the towns in the order it tells you to because only the Isle of Man is available. I tried to fill a truck with supplies and all
of a sudden there's a big red exclamation mark over the truck and it appears to be in an endless loop. The game tells you to
cancel this but doesn't tell you how to do it. At this point I gave up with it. Looks good but very frustrating UI. Waste of
money!. I love it. Lot's of fun for little money. Great value!. Again a bundled purchase. not somthing i like. Interesting
point&click adventure with nice character and thrilling well written story. Difficulty is light and almost too novice friendly and
thus playthrough won't last much more than few hours, but this is not necessarily a bad thing if you prefer exciting storyline
more than hard puzzles.. Fun game.
Problem is: after completing level 7 and going on to level 8,
games hangs and progress is not saved.
I can restart at level 8, but my progress is incomplete.
Other than that, it is a fun little distraction.
...
Ok - I just figured out how to edit this review ...
I did two things:
first - uninstall \/ re-install
second - shortly after the re-install, I think it got two updates.
Short story ?
It's working fine, and all seems well !!
Now i am happily stuck on a puzzle, where I deserve to be.
Thanks very much.
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Everything's wrong in this game, it just ♥♥♥♥ing sucks.. this game is better than anyother game on steam 10/10 would f**k
again.. forktastic!. Bugs. Missing features. EXTREMELY UNINTUITIVE UI.

Also, it's a clicker. A clicker that provides no feedback or reward. In short, BORING. Needs a lot of work on UI, feedback, and
general game mechanics and workflow. Sorry to the devs as I know this is your first game. You should playtest with people who
know nothing about your game (and aren't your friends or biased) and watch them. Don't tell them how to do anything and
observe their frustrations.

If you can fix those things, this might be a salvagable project. But I wouldn't wait too long as negitive reviews will pile up
quick.. The game has good graphics and gameplay..only thing I don't like is that the blood is green when you shoot them......a
full game like this with locamotion would be a winner for me..... Released in 2013 and so few reviews (at the time I wrote this)
AMAZING! Even bad games get more attention then this, and this is by no means a bad game.

Well the story is basically revamping civilization but not in the usual RPG way. This is a time management game played by
levels with certain goals to achieve at each level. (Similiar to how Faerie Solitaire, Labors of Hercules or even Tales of the
Orient have level goals.) Break boulders, fix roads, reconstruct houses, construct water towers, clear waterways, mine ore, etc,
etc, and try to do it under the certain time limits to recieve a gold, silver, or bronze trophy. Relatively easy because the game
does not speed up like Diner Dash or Dr. Daisy:Pet Vet, and it is long because it has an actual storyline. Not an overly
complicated story as our inventor friend moves from place to place fixing things like roads and houses and bringing "invention"
back to each place improving the overall quality of life for the inhabitants.

Fun, easy, family oriented game or simply a game to play while taking a break from anything or everything else.. listen

it's a really good game. this game is so frustrating and broken as all hell you play as a machine with a diver following you and I
swear the moment you stop he doesn't he glides and in some cases glides to his death. which is so common that you will die over
and over and it keeps getting frustrating everytime. when you try to collect oxygen good luck keeping it up because you lose it
the moment you spend the entire time trying to figure out where you're going.
What's so frustrating is the fact that I would appreaciate it if there was plenty of oxygen tanks so you don't have to worry but
unfortunatly there's levels that don't have any and you're♥♥♥♥♥♥out of luck, and good luck going back a few levels to get
more because you'll start back with very little oxygen. This is nothing more than a cash grab that was trying to get Markiplier to
play it and it's dissapointing that they've focused on getting a youtuber to play rather than fix their broken game.. A meh looking
visual novel with an ok to meh story, 45-60min long (if you only go for a single ending (like i did)). Buy for 50cent or lower,
since the price is at 8€ i cant give this a thump up.. Lamplight City is just another classic to add to Grundislav Games' golden
resume. In the 12+ years that I've played his games, he has always exceeded expectations. No one, not even someone like
Yahtzee, has ever come close in terms of his emotional range, humor, and capability in telling a compelling story. Lamplight
City is a masterpiece in point-and-click adventure games. If you loved it, you owe it to yourself to go back and play Grundislav's
back catalog - the Ben Jordan series, A Golden Wake, Shardlight, and Back Door Man, all of which feature Grundislav's strong
storytelling sensibilities, excellent visuals, and a knack for tugging at one's heartstrings.. Completely unique adventure game.
Some things I particularly liked:
 - Natural writing and voice acting
 - Visual style is expressive and evocative.
 - Things happen on the train in real time which gives the feeling that your in an unfurling adventure
 - You can sit down and listen to a full violin sonata

Collectable Items Available:
Market: https://steamcommunity.com/market/search?appid=1026030

There will very limited amount of these. So this is more for the Steam collectors!. Hit up that Tutorial - This is not your
average space shooter.:
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Just a heads up! you may want to read the tutorial (go to play game and click on the question mark)

The way you kill enemies is a bit different to how you might think.

You will enjoy the game allot more when you know what to do.

Thanks!. Final Trailer Released! Be sure to check out the beautiful insanity.:

I am pleased to announce that the final game-play trailer is up and ready to view.

Some things are still going to change in the final product but the trailer will show you what you can expect and how the game
will look, I hope you guys like what you see. Thanks!
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